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Amphetamines
Madelaine Hoptry

It’s a piece of paradise stepping into the light
A framed painting of my disastrous mind
Keeping a look out for the terrors of the night
But my face is still and my eyes are blind
And I’ve got it all inside of me
Crushing the white-capped secrets into a heap
Confining the moon with a single word, but its too late
I’ve already started letting time fly away
It’s an effort to be what they want to see
Walking the streets of a too-dark city
High on amphetamines
Sneaking into the cracks on walls
And sifting silken cobwebs of brutality
An unfortunate coincidence, running into you
It’s not something I wanted to do
I’ve been thinkin’ hard and I’m goin’ down
Away to some far away town
To be myself, my only friend
In a world of blue drugs and black sin
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Converse All-Star
Electrical, Slaughtering and Jewelry Wire

Christopher Turner
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I am Sixteen Today
Mamie Condrey

Once upon a time, my sixteenth birthday was the most important day in my otherwise pretty uneventful young life. Things
were about to happen and to make this a reality all I had to do
was get my driver’s license—a little piece of paper that meant
the difference between happiness and social failure.
I remember being so nervous. There was so much riding on
this one little exam. I had memorized the booklet of rules and
regulations that had been distributed throughout the state
of North Carolina to all the drivers’ education classes. I had
watched my father as he drove through the streets of our little
town. I practiced parallel parking. I kept both hands on the
wheel—the right one at two o’clock and the left one at ten.
And I remember------1963
I am sixteen today. According to my best friend, Sharon, and
the latest issue of SEVENTEEN MAGAZINE--the definitive answer
to what‘s hot and what is definitely not and the ultimate provider
of answers to such deep questions as what to say when THE boy
asks you out, and should you eat carrots to lose weight--, this is
supposed to be the most important day of my life.
Admittedly I haven’t had very many important days in my life
so far, but I keep hoping that someday something fantastic will
happen to me. Every night I rub Noxzema, a magic elixir if there
ever was one, onto my face and brush my teeth diligently with
Colgate toothpaste. With all its rules and conventions, society
would never allow adventures to happen to a girl with pimples
and bad teeth so I do everything I can to circumvent the everyday catastrophes that can befall a teenage girl and prevent her
from ever reaching her full potential and becoming an airline
stewardess, a switchboard operator for Southern Bell, or a Hollywood starlet and I cross my fingers and I wait. At sixteen there
is little else I can do.
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But today is my birthday and summer has arrived in my little
part of North Carolina. It has arrived as it usually does—with a
wave of hot stickiness that causes my unruly hair to frizz around
my head like a dirty blond halo and plasters my white cotton
blouse damply to my bony shoulders.
I sit on the front steps of my house waiting anxiously for my
father to get home from work. He has promised to take me to
the Drivers’ License Bureau downtown. The big one, not the little
one that’s closer to our house but only opens on Tuesdays. But
my birthday is today and it’s a Thursday. So Daddy and I are going downtown this afternoon. He told my mother last night at
dinner that he would take me right after work.
So I sit here waiting. The office closes promptly at 5 and Officer
Groves locks the door. I wonder if Daddy remembers this. At
breakfast this morning, I reminded him three times.
I see Daddy’s car as it turns the corner on to our street. I hop up
and meet him at the driveway before he can even park the old
blue station wagon properly. When the car was new about ten
years ago, Daddy named her Florence after his mother but over
the years the old-fashioned sounding name has been shortened
to Flo. She is one of the largest automobiles to ever come out of
Detroit. Even Henry Ford while tinkering in his little garage on
his very first Model A could never have envisioned his company
ever having the capability of manufacturing a car such as Flo.
She is big and wide enough to hold our entire family and she has
genuine vinyl leather seat covers. There are three roomy bench
seats, one that faces backwards. This is the place we kids are relegated to if Daddy is having one of his bad days. With seven kids
under the age of sixteen in the family, Daddy is almost always
having a bad day.
Today it’s just Daddy and me. No Timmy or Lawrence or even
Baby Margaret who almost always gets her way has been told
she cannot go with us. This is a rare occasion. It’s an important
day. I will get my driver’s license today. I will. I will. I will.
“Jump in, Kiddo.”
That’s what Daddy calls us. I think he calls us that because most
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of the time he can’t remember all our names and it takes too
long to go through the entire roster. To add to his confusion, we
also have three dogs of questionable pedigrees that answer to
the name Jack and a one-eyed cat named Tilley.
I almost leap into the car and off we go. We arrive at promptly
at 4 o’clock. Plenty of time, Daddy assures me, to take care of
business. Daddy talks that way sometimes. He sells insurance
for the Nationwide Insurance Company whose home office is located in Hartford, Connecticut. Once a year he and Mama go to
the convention. They’re usually gone for five days. Nana Wilson
and Grandma Brewer take turns with us kids. When Mama unpacks her big red Samsonite suitcase, she hands out little bottles
of shampoo to all us girls. She brings the boys green and white
ballpoint pens that say Holiday Inn on them.
All I need to do is go out for the road test with Officer Groves. I
took the written exam months ago when I was fifteen and a half
and for six long excruciating months I have been driving under
Daddy’s watchful supervision with my learner’s permit displayed
behind the sun visor.
Daddy has not always been the best teacher and sometimes
I wished I had signed up for driver’s education class at school
so Mr. Elmore, who has been teaching driver’s ed for about fifty
years, could have sat calmly beside me while I went through the
really important procedures of driving--stuff like shifting the
gears and remembering to push in the clutch at the same time or
pointing the nose of the car at the yellow line but not going over
it. This is an especially hard one for me. I think some demonic
possession has convinced my subconscious that driving on the
wrong side of the road might be a lot of fun and whenever I’m
behind Flo’s steering wheel I keep veering over the line just a
little at first then a little more until Daddy, suddenly noticing the
oncoming traffic, screams a number of obscenities, drops his can
of Blue Ribbon, and grabs the wheel. For this last six months we
have driven all over the county on its numerous back roads. During this time as winter is reluctantly giving way to spring, I have
learned quite a lot of new words from Daddy.
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“Are you nervous?” Daddy asks.
I stayed up way past my bedtime last night studying my dog
eared driver’s manual. I have memorized all the traffic signs—
even the ones I have never seen in real life. I know everything
there is to know about speed limits and cannot envision a time
when I will actually go sixty-five in a forty-five mile zone. The
three point turn is a piece of cake and I have watched myself
for hours in the full length mirror attached to my closet door as
I have given the hand signals for left turns and then right ones.
My mirrored reflection appears to know what it’s doing.
I know I will pass this test, but still my palms sweat and I wish I
had not eaten that chili cheese dog for lunch.
“No.”
“You know, it’s okay to be nervous.”
“No. I’m fine.” I wish Daddy wouldn’t talk about it. I wish he
could see my sweaty palms and the way my heart is jumping
around under my shirt. Why can’t he read my mind like Mama
does?
I want to tell him but for some reason I can’t bring myself to say
the words. If I do allow them to escape from my lips, I’m afraid I
will jinx everything. The terrible words that even now right here
in front of the Driver’s License Office crouch in my throat and
lodge there threatening to choke off my air supply. The worst
words in the English language—except for when that stupid Michael Porter who sits behind me in algebra said he’d call me, but
he didn’t and everybody knew he didn’t. Yes, this is even worse
than that. The two words that have the power to completely alter the course of my life. Maybe even keep me from going to college and forcing me to live at home with my parents forever. It
isn’t right that words can have this much power. Just two simple
little words but when I link them together they become an incantation for failure. My failure. PARALLEL PARKING! Even thinking
them is dangerous and can cause havoc in my tiny universe.
I look at the Timex with its simulated brown leather strap I wear
on my wrist. Maybe this late in the day Officer Groves will want
to go home early. Maybe he will be in a hurry to meet his friends
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down at the Paradise Lanes Bowling Alley or maybe he promised to take his wife to supper at the Blue Bird Café and then
down the street for a movie at the Romina. I cross my fingers
and hope he will be so distracted he will forget that he has not
actually eliminated parallel parking off his checklist and sign my
driver’s license in his rush to leave. Even if he were to remember
tomorrow, it would be too late because I would already be a
genuine bona fide driver in the state of North Carolina.
I look out the window and practice my smile. Mama says a
beautiful smile can get you a long way in this old world. Maybe
Officer Groves will be charmed by my Colgate whitened teeth
and the cherry-flavored Avon lip gloss I spread over my pale
teenage lips. I worry about the impression I will make on this
man who is now in control of my social life for the next two hundred years.
What if I don’t pass? How stupid is that?
Does the man know I made all A’s my sophomore year at Chase
High School? Does he care that this summer I help Mrs. Morgan
at the library on Monday mornings and every time I re-shelve the
thousands of books people insist on shoving through that book
return slot during the week-end, my nail polish gets chipped?
And, I might add, I do all this with no pay. Does he even know
I will be a cheerleader when school starts in August? Does he
know any of this stuff? Does he care? No. The man only cares if I
can parallel park. He cares nothing about the wonderful, selfless
girl I am.
I realize I am biting my nails. I really should have enrolled in
that driver’s education class. Daddy didn’t spend a lot of time
teaching me to park. It wasn’t that he didn’t care about parallel parking but we seemed to have trouble finding a place big
enough for me to attempt to tuck Flo’s gigantic body into without hitting something expensive. Daddy’s theory regarding
parallel parking was to drive around the block a few times until
something else opened up. It seemed sometimes Mama spent
as much time driving around the parking lot of the Winn-Dixie
looking for that perfect parking space as she did inside shopping
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for groceries. Daddy had taught her to drive, too.
Daddy has been in the Big War—WWII—where he was a sergeant and he drove a tank. The Army taught him how to drive
that tank—it wasn’t a skill he could learn in high school-- and he
took their instructions to heart and has never forgotten them. I
think he believes this was what had kept him alive during the
War and had allowed him to come back home, sweep my mother
off her nineteen year old feet, and keep her pregnant for the next
seventeen years. During Daddy’s basic training somewhere in
the middle of a desolate Texas field, a drill instructor had said, “Always drive something bigger than the other guy does and never,
ever—no matter what—parallel park.” These profound words of
somewhat dubious Army intelligence became Daddy’s mantra
and the entire family, not knowing any better, believed it, too.
“Well, here we are. Plenty of time,” he says. He tosses the butt
of his Camel cigarette out the window.
It’s time. Time to go inside and throw myself on Officer
Groves’ mercy. Maybe I can try to explain to him that in the great
big scheme of life parallel parking is so unimportant. Doctors
and lawyers and teachers and plumbers probably spend half
their lives avoiding parallel parking. Maybe if I promise him if
he will just let me slide on this teeny weenie matter, it will be
our little secret and I will never ever attempt to parallel park
anywhere in the great state of North Carolina. Maybe even the
whole East Coast.
I get out of the car and Daddy and I walk inside. I notice
Daddy has remembered to bring his insurance papers for Officer Groves to see. I feel panic spreading through my body and
I wonder if Flo and I were to accidently run over Officer Groves,
how much Nationwide Insurance Company will pay his widow. I
see Mrs. Groves in church on Sunday mornings. She sings in the
choir and bakes cookies for my GA group. Can she parallel park,
I wonder? Of course she can. It was probably a prerequisite before Officer Groves would agree to marry her.
“Hey, Tom. Well, I’ve brought my little girl. I can’t believe she’s
old enough to be here.” Daddy and Officer Groves go to lodge
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meetings together. Maybe Daddy has some influence over him.
I can only hope.
Today is not going to be the day for me to parallel park. I can
feel it in my bones.
Daddy and Officer Groves take a few minutes to catch up. They
talk about manly things—the weather, the Yankees, what’s going
on in some place called Viet Nam and how the Americans will
go in there and kick some Commie butts and be home before
Christmas. They haven’t seen each other since yesterday when
we ran into him at the Blue Bird Café where we all went for an ice
cream cone after dinner. I guess a lot can happen overnight in
the world of adults.
“Ready to go?” Officer Groves stares down at me. He has his
clipboard in his hand and he’s waiting for me to say something.
I’m not sure what the correct answer should be. If I tell him
the truth, it would be no, no, I’m not ready. I’ve never felt so
not ready in my whole life. Daddy is looking at me now, too.
They’re both waiting for me to say yes so I do. Daddy tosses me
his heavy key ring. The keys— to his office, to our front door, to
Grandma’s house, and a couple of keys I don’t recognize—jangle
as they fly through the air and I am holding his life in my sweaty
hand.
Officer Groves and I walk out to Flo. She is waiting for me and
she promises me she will do her best.
I slide under the steering wheel. Flo’s vinyl leather seats are hot
against the back of my legs. Officer Groves sits beside me in the
passenger seat where Mama usually sits. I check the mirror and
adjust it. Then I slip the key into Flo’s ignition, depress the clutch,
and turn the key. Flo springs to life. Officer Groves writes something on his clipboard.
“Since it’s so late why don’t we just go down to Wells Street and
take a left onto Green. That way we can circle the square and
head back to the office. Your daddy’s been telling me how well
you’re doing.”
That sounds easy enough if I could just remember how to get
to Wells Street and onto Green. I’ve lived in this town all my life
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so you’d think I would know where the town square is but my
mind has gone completely blank. I might as well be in New York
City.
Magically Flo glides out of the parking lot and takes a left onto
Wells. Before I know it we are on Green and circling the square.
“Fine,” Officer Groves says writing on his clipboard again. “Now,
let’s try----“ and I know what’s coming next. The dreaded words:
PARALLEL PARKING.
I wish my family was Catholic so I can have a rosary like Mary
Callahan. I see her fingers move over those beads and whisper
a prayer before every math test and she always gets an A. My
family is Baptist. Has been for generations. According to Nana
Wilson, Adam and Eve were Baptists, too. Baptists don’t have
good stuff like Catholics do—the beads, the chants, and the
kindly white-haired priest who blesses them and puts in a good
word with God when they take the driving test. About the thing
only thing Rev. Smith does is pat my head on Sunday morning
after Sunday school and right now I need more than a pat on the
head.
“Pull over there and you can try your parallel parking.”
He doesn’t sound like he holds out much hope for me. He
knows Daddy’s been teaching me to drive. We live in a small
town. Everybody knows about Daddy’s driving.
I try. Not so good. I try again. I smash the cones—all four of
them. Things are not going well.
Officer Groves shakes his head and gets out of the car. He sets
the orange cones up again. Maybe he feels sorry for me and will
give me a little extra space. I see Daddy watching me through
the plate glass window.
“Okay. One more time.”
This is it, I tell Flo, hoping she will hear the desperation in my
voice and that some mystical power that only the Catholics know
about will take over the Universe for a few seconds thus allowing the space warp continuum to induce large bulky objects like
Flo to squeeze themselves into spaces far more suited to house
an aluminum folding chair. I take a deep breath to fight off the
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scalding vomit that is rising in my throat and suddenly I am filled
with superhuman power. I close my eyes and push in the clutch
and Flo begins to move.
I don’t know what happened that day. I really don’t. My father never talks about it and whenever Officer Groves sees me
at church or on the street in town, he turns the other way. I
wouldn’t exactly say he’s avoiding me. That’s almost impossible
in a town this small, but he likes to keep his distance. Daddy says
Officer Groves dropped out of the lodge last week and is talking
about taking an early retirement and moving to Florida. Maybe
he remembers there are six more children at my house just waiting to take their driving test someday.
Maybe what happened that day was impossible but I like to
think of it as a Baptist miracle—not a big one like walking on
water or turning water into wine but a little one, one just strong
enough to get Officer Groves to sign his name on the bottom of
my driver’s license form. Whatever it was, it worked and Daddy
let me drive home that day—or at least as far as Oak Street
where I ran into the back of Mr. Kendrick’s truck.
So far I have kept that promise I made so long ago. I never, ever
parallel park. I keep circling the block just like Daddy taught me.
Someday my grandchildren will probably do the same thing.
After all, every family needs a few traditions.
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Baby Sleeping
Photograph

Mallory Biering
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Depth
Hillary-Beth Miller

Listening to the same song til it makes me sick
Reading over memories til the tears flow again
Feeling that pit in my stomach
Surrounded by the best of the best
Yet longing for the one thing I’ll never have.
Dying to fill the void with just one more good song
Straining to hear that new catchy quote
Getting caught up in a whirlwind of emotion
Just to be let down and refigure my devotion...
Going through the motions without pure joy
Strangling out the pain that aches inside this void
Longing for a voice to carry out this fear
Carry far away so I never have to hear
Hear the ones who tell me that
I’m only meant for earthly things
When everything in me can only be
Satisfied by things
Things I cannot see.
Longing for Home
while sitting through hell
with my hands tied helplessly
and while a lot to look forward to
a lot to get through before then.
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Listening to that same song
wishing it didn’t speak the truth to me
wishing the pain would go away
wishing things were mine I’ve never known
and knowing things that wishes never bring
and bringing things before a throne
a throne that judges best from good
and doesn’t satisfy my live-right-now mode.
Will you take that way of life?
Let it die!
Begin something new in me,
something that won’t fade in an hour,
something not based on feelings
something not based on how good I can be
something not based on circumstances
because I have lost interest in all of these.
Rescue, that’s what He died for!
Freedom, that’s my new life.
It’s all inside me, nothing to do with the outside.
It’s not my fear and not my pain
not even being happy.
It’s not how many times I win
or all the times I fail.
It’s not how good or bad “life” treats me.
I wanna be your hands, your feet - I’ll go, send me!
TRY ME NOW AND SEE, SEE THAT I CAN BE, COMPLETELY YOURS.
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Ryan
Photograph

Madelaine Hoptry
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Urban Gothic
Jordan Manigo

Machine gun (angst) all that which the jungle animates:
the dark skinned child that The Godfather & Gotti rot
painted the hood in hues of blue and shades of red,
naming those colors crip & blood,
the roots forgot to remind him of old Harlem,
the plight of a pimp,
how the tattered children of Eden marched up the mountain to
chisel freedom from bloody shackles
cutting his gutter DEEP down the middle with SPEECH
carving APEX out of his Equilibrium.
Interpreted Abandonment, as for him responsibility
is To painful...To get up, To get out, To get something,
To walk the narrow strip known as Social detest and bare
individuality...
He idolizes the ghetto scarlet
laying his head on the cold shoulder of a full clip
and street dreams about blowin his life away...
brains already splattered all over the blacktop,
the broken vodka bottle,
and the DJ's turntables,
still hands n feet pull together to smoke a blunt on
the pulpit and tap to 2Pac...
wipe his tears with a DOPE track and fill his holy ghost with a
2 step,
and watch him wine his dreams away...
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Nowhere Is Where You Will Find Me
Henry Moulder

The human mind finds itself existing in a strange pocket of
reality when alone on a seemingly ever expanding highway that
follows into 3 a.m. Above me, translucent clouds barely veil the
stars that continue to play a futile game of hide and go seek with
my eyes, in which are already strained by the almost hypnotizing pattern of yellow and white reflectors that outline a horizon
that I wish would end. I was freezing against the night air, the
side window of my truck missing after a side collision a few years
back. A pile of empty cups of coffee and the sensation of my
stomach eating itself reminded me that I needed to stop soon,
before I either crashed the car or start chewing on my tongue.
This empty expanse between the marauding worlds of suburbia
made me realize how I missed the idea of a local mart at every
corner. Though, almost as if this patch of the world had been
listening to my disgruntled mumbling, the flickering outline of
an otherwise unreadable sign pointed to the nirvana of a neon
lit diner in the distance. “About fucking time” I say to no one in
particular as I pull in.
The diner’s somber exterior was a striking prelude to the inside, with walls of fading white paint and portraits of the Americana family enjoying the taste of hamburgers and soda pop from
a time that I had no connection to. To be honest, I suppose the
values of the American family were unfamiliar as another language. The windows of the diner were tinted yellow, painting
the inside in hues of colors unfamiliar to those that look through
the clear lenses of the everyday. The entrance of the diner, a
door held on by only rusty hinges and the memories of who
had passed through, strangely enough made not a noise when
I walked in. My sight caught a group of metal stools, most with
blue, tattered cushions, lined neatly in front of a wooden bar.
The corner and front walls were lined with cushioned booths as
well, most suffering from the same condition as the stools. The
smell of brewing coffee and scrambled eggs filled my nostrils
22
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with the realization of how hungry I really was. The hanging
light above the booths of the diner flickered in lazy stride, barely
illuminating the faces of the other occupants. Funny how a place
like this seemed so misplaced out here, as if this little pocket of
humanity was left out of the current trends of life.
As I pulled myself upon a stool beside the cash register, taking note of the spider webs covering the keys, an elderly woman
greeted me behind the counter. As I looked up to her, I found
myself staring at a woman whose age was far beyond anything
that should be working still I thought. Her skin seemed as if it
was made of well worn leather, stretched across the canvas of
her skull barely enough to cover the bone. Her body had a certain stoop to it, giving her the impression that she had worked
far too many years in this place. The woman’s eyes though told
a different story. Her eyes were vibrant green, seas of incandescent emeralds that certainly should not have belonged to such
an old frame. A gleam of amusement crossed her face, letting
me know that I had stared long enough to be an ass about it.
“What will it be love?” the elderly waitress patiently waited for
me to order. “Uh….coffee and a slice of pie please?” I grinned as
she pointed to the apple pie sitting underneath a glass container
and to a chocolate pie in the refrigerator. Selecting the chocolate pie, I made my way to a corner booth, away from all of the
other individuals in the diner. Sitting down, I looked around at
the other occupants of the diner, and no matter how hard I tried,
I couldn’t remember anything distinguishing of the patrons.
They all existed as walking shadows in my memory, and this
disturbed me. “Just the long drive and lack of sleep” I reminded
myself. Though, why did the old woman seem to stand out in my
mind? The old waitress made her way to my table, and sat down
before me a cup of coffee and a piece of chocolate pie. Strangely, it seemed only a second had passed before my food was in
front of me. As I began to sample the pie and coffee, I looked
back to see where the elderly waitress had disappeared to, but
instead I found myself staring eye to eye with a man.
This man, lacking any noticeable facial features, was the
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paradigm for what I would call non-descript. Only his attire,
a business suit that once was black, but now had faded to an
almost coal gray color, distinguished him. The rest of his features
were just as forgettable as the rest of the patrons of this place.
He nodded to me, and I merely stared at him blankly. He made
his way to my booth, and slowly sat in the seat opposite of me.
The whole time, I merely sipped on my coffee, pondering why
this man was sitting with me. “You know why I’m here” the man
said in an accent completely foreign to me. I merely nodded to
him. I knew somehow, unconsciously, who he was, but not a
name came to my tongue. I felt as is something within me spoke
through me now, and I found myself in a daze. “I wondered
how you’ve been. I figured you would be flourishing under the
circumstances?” My voice asked with a questioning tone. I felt
panic suddenly as I realized that I wasn’t in control of myself. I
watched as my hands slipped around the cup of coffee and
brought it to my lips. My eyes never left him for a moment. He
leaned back and slowly sighed. “This is a fucking joke! You know
damn well that this is a trick of their brain? I’m not a ghost in
the brainstem controlling their desires?” The man’s voice hinted
slightly at irritation. My eyes followed the shadowy specters of
the other patrons as they moved slowly out the diner and into
the darkness of outside. I heard not a car or truck engine roaring, as if the patrons simply left on foot. I couldn’t remember
anything relatively nearby that remotely looked like a town.
Looking back to him, I merely shook my head. “No one wants
to take responsibility for their actions. I don’t have control over
the petty fucking shit. I don’t cause war anymore than I cause
fucking husbands to beat their wives and for whores to turn to
drugs because their lives are so goddamn empty. Wasn’t that
your department? Weren’t you supposed to inspire them to
something better?” His voice seemed to quiver slightly. I nodded again, while my fingers slowly tapped against the top of the
table. My hands shifted through one of my jacket’s pockets, pulling a half empty flask out. Pulling the flask to my mouth, I could
feel as the liquor swished around in my mouth, as if my other
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self was savoring the taste. “I know. You’re getting too old for
this. It’s been too long for you. It’s sad that you had to end up
in such a place like this. You’re hoping to get your ticket out of
here too. It must be worst that there exist something out there,
that everyone thinks is you, but are none the wiser as to it’s true
identity”. A frown crossed his face, as his hand reached out to me.
“Please....” he said in almost a whisper. “Forget about me. Let me
fade away.” His voice rose to a higher pitch, breaking to a point
of childlike fear. “They don’t need me anymore. Let me leave! I
cannot be devoured by them, like so many others have! Please!”
His hands reached up to my upper arm and squeezed tightly.
Shrugging him off, I felt the pity in my eyes as I saw through
them and onto his shambling demeanor. “I wish I could give you
what you seek, but the people of this world still need a scapegoat for their crimes. You’re the only one that will suffice for
such a position. I’m sorry, but I have no choice but to let you be
devoured by them all.”
In a single, unnoticeable blink, I found myself sitting alone in
the booth, my coffee and pie long since gone, and the morning
breaking over the horizon outside. Looking to the exit of the
diner, I noticed the nondescript man waiting patiently beside it,
filtering through a small, yellowed notepad in his hands. Dropping a few dollars on the table, I stood up and stretched, feeling
as if I had awoken from a dream. I was in control now of myself,
feeling silly for not realizing I had fallen asleep. The nondescript
man raised a brow at me for a moment, giving me a puzzled look
as I continued to stare at him. Walking to the door, I saw on the
last page of the pad a familiar name. “Babel…Bebel?” I thought
to myself. As I made my way out, I turned back to the man
and shrugged, feeling compelled to ask him something. “You
need a ride out of here?” I gestured to my truck outside, and
felt relieved when he shook his head. As I got inside my truck
to leave, I watched him stepping outside the diner and lighting a cigarette. His features seemed illuminated by the minute
light at the end of the cigarette, barely outlining features I had
never noticed. The man’s age was somewhere indeterminable,
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an almost ageless quality about him. His eyes were grey, like
granite shards against the flames of the now burning remains of
his cigarette. The lines of countless years of worry and anguish
barely disturbed the finely crafted lines of his face, but almost as
if his outlying features were transparent, an old figure of indiscernible age lingered just underneath. He flicked the cigarette
filter against the side of my truck, nodded to me for a moment
as I turned to leave. I could hear his voice over the sound of the
truck’s engine. “You’ll see that tomorrow was built on nothing of
the past, but instead something tacky and cheap. Have faith that
you’re in control. It’s the best lie you have to offer to yourself”. I
left that nondescript man and diner in that tiny gap in suburbia,
and knew in some way that I had left a part of me behind.
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America’s Playing Cards
La’Paige Evans

America oh America, such an advance and beautiful place
But in a deal of cards you’d be the duce because you ain’t worth
the ace
Something must be wrong with America’s deck of cards because
it just doesn’t seem right
Or is it America’s hand that isn’t that bright
Let’s see, education would be the puppy toe of nine
Because there isn’t much truth in that and plus sometimes they
be lying
The little joker is worth the n-word
Because African Americans just want their time to be heard
The Ace of diamond is White, Bonds, Young and Sheffield
They all tie into steroids but unlike their contracts they just can’t
make deals
Heart of the ace represents the many drunken driving accidents
young ones have died
But the heart stands for the many mothers that have cried
Spade of the ace is a strong card in the deck
Because gang members point their guns and say what the heck
Whoever thought there would be an increase in teen pregnancy?
America needs the queen of heart to handle this one because it
might leave a legacy
Racism seems to be related with black and red
America throws out the jack of heart because it’s the love that we
don’t dread
In hard times why must people smoke to survive?
It don’t matter to America, she closes her eyes and picks the
diamond of five
America seems as if she’s giving up so she throws out the duce of
spade
But it’s not the many people but the police who have misb
haved
Many people don’t have money so they deal drugs
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America puts out the ten of spade because she ain’t got time for
no thugs
America has seen the lives of others walk through life’s front door
She feels bad for their lives and carelessly puts out the queen of
toe
The king of spades seems as if he can’t win the book
There’s over population, the people playing bend over to take a
look
They’re still standing waiting for the next card to be played; they
mumble she’s full of dirt
But you can look on the side of the road, yea it’s the green part of
America that gets hurt
It seems as if America has lost her deal of cards
Neither spades nor life is that easy and yea it gets hard
But why must America sit and play this card game
When the people of America are the ones to blame?

Untitled
Bronywn Cunningham

Inside the looking glass there lies a thing you’ll never find
Left turns to right, and right to left; they’re twisted in your mind
Love turns to hate, hate turns to love; a lie turns into truth
Unless you break the looking glass, and that, you’ll never do
See colors turn to raven black, see pure turn into grey
Inside the mirror, shadows take your every dream away
So raise your hands; surrender every secret from your past, for
Never will you find a way to break the looking glass
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Winter Roots
Vickie Dailey

The tree stood naked
covered only by snow.
Leaden weight pulling down
limbs burdened with the load.
Cold and dreary
like grey, grey winter’s day.
Frozen shards threaten to pierce
While underlying ice
leaves peril in its wake.
Winter was long this year.
It crackled in the wind
and shimmered in the streets.
A deadly beauty often not seen.
White flakes, so beautiful,
multiplied their toll
causing all to hide
near fire’s warm, warm glow.
They gathered on the ground
too numerous to hold and
and swallowed up the tree
in its bittersweet hold.
But the tree knew
that it would rise above.
In time
it would conquer the snow
and dance again in the wind.
For its roots were deep and
it had survived before.
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Revolution
Emily Kudeviz

I don’t want to be famous
I want to send ripples through the subcultures
Bringing them down to their knees,
Subdued by that invisible lacerating whip I wield.
And I want to send the reporters reeling,
Turing out articles more important than ipods and psps
Alerting mindless drones to what’s new and unique
And I want to dress up in mismatched clothes
On Sundays in the park
Laughing at those skaters and lovebirds
Because I can.
And I don’t want flashes in my eyes from cameras
Oh no- I want pens scratching across papers, emails being typed
And texts sent back and forth between adolescent cell phones
When no one speaks a word to each other and vowels disappear
Because this is contemporary history.
And the age of Aquarius is over because fuck,
Nothing was ever that good
And war is upon us but we’re young and carefree
And whose to say we can’t hook up in the back seat of a car
Blaring music that only draws the attention of cops and blushing
faces as we hope they understand
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They were once kids too we reason
And when the sky is black
And the stars we spent countless hours on have faded into distilled memory
Capricious thoughts
We collapse
Singing songs to words not yet penned
Playing chords to instruments not yet invented
Because we are the music
We are the soul.
Dancing tunelessy till dawn
Naked and feral
Anger pulsating through our veins
Lashing out because we think we are misunderstood.
And perhaps we are
Pushed asideA Prozac and Ritalin filled worldAnd a time of new ideals
Earlier mothers and homicides on every corner.
So slit that wrist
And tighten that nooseDecapitating those rumors of celebrity
Because we don’t want to be famousWe want to backhand this world so hard
That our lost stars twirl in its eyes.
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My Haven, My Home
Madelaine Hoptry

It sits unnoticed by the flying chunks of metal, hidden by the
evil rumors of ghetto like mischief. It sits unoccupied, staunchly
ignored by the nose-pinching strong fragrances of old Southern
women and the flashing diamond watches of their husbands. It
sits. Silent and still, contrasted with the busy streets of the city,
the building of brick and concrete waits in darkness for its next
occupants to pay a visit.
As I walk through the darkness, the emptiness, melancholy overtakes me, forcing me to return to the hours which I spent working painstakingly among shelves of books. I stumble through the
corridors of my mind, coming upon the memories which I had
hidden away so many years before. I think of the friends that I
made in this now forgotten building which looks so similar to
a prison. Once upon a time I had thought of it as one, counting
down to the seconds until I could leave. I remember forcing myself to stay awake on Sunday mornings, silently being watched
over by my fatherly coworker, Dan. Dan, what could have happened to him?
His kindness always amazed me. On those long and often dreary
Sunday mornings that I was overtaken by exhaustion from staying out late the night before, he would disappear for a few minutes and return with a foam cup of club soda and a scone for my
breakfast. Often, he would remind me that the store was filled
with couches, none of which were occupied at the moment,
should I want to return to the world of dreams. We were alone for
hours on Saturday and Sunday mornings, accompanied only by
the constant buzzing of the flickering fluorescent lights and the
slow ticking of the wooden clock above our heads.
It reminded us that time was running out. For Dan, an older
Englishman who had lived through sixty-five years of his life by
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the time I befriended him, as well as for the store, a well-known
local bookstore struggling to compete with mainstream, more
popular, nationwide bookstores. As an eighteen-year-old excitedly awaiting her high school graduation, I was fearless in regard
to my own time running out. I felt confident, as all teenagers do,
that I was invincible: I would never fail, I would never lose, and I
would never die.
It was by filling my time shelving books, conversing with customers, and typing endlessly on the computer, that I found myself
gradually aging, something that terrified me. Upon my fifth
anniversary at the store, I was struck with the wrinkles lining
Dan’s face that hadn’t been there upon our first meeting. I found
myself wondering about the customers who had lingered at the
store throughout the years and had suddenly disappeared. Had
they died? Had they decided that our arch-nemesis was more capable of fulfilling their bibliophilic fetishes? Soon after the wondering began, I graduated from high school, exiting my longtime
place of employment for the last time. Soon after I left, the store
closed, leaving me alone in my nostalgia, my wish to return to
those times which I had sought wholeheartedly to escape.
Now I cannot recall the kind face of my boss with his mismatched clothes and confused air, or the brand of cigarette that
was forever hanging from between his lips. I do remember the
laughter that relentlessly rang throughout the store though. It is
from remembering the laughter that I am able to relive the final
years of the life of the store. My store. Our store.
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Growing Up Red Sox
Mike Venditti

Growing up as a boy in New England guarantees you will
receive two things, great seafood whenever you want and an
undying obsession with the Boston Red Sox. This obsession has
many young boys’ dreams tied up in it. The dream of someday
playing for the Boston Red Sox played a major part in my childhood. Now the dream of suiting up has been fulfilled for many
BoSox legends, but not every young New England child gets to
live the dream. I did.
I remember spending my afternoons as a child in Hooksett,
New Hampshire watching the 1986 Boston Red Sox season on
videotape. I recall cheering every time the Sox battled back
against the California Angels to win the American League Pennant. I also recall yelling “GLOVE TO THE GROUND!” at the television whenever the weak ground ball off of Mookie Wilson’s bat
trickled underneath Bill Buckner’s glove giving the New York
Mets the ability to win the World Series in a Game 7 at home, and
sending Red Sox Nation coining the ever popular phrase, “Wait
till next year.”
The Boston faithful would agree that the Red Sox are not just
a baseball team; they are a way of life for a large part of this great
country. Hollywood attempted to show you this with the movie
“Fever Pitch” which just used our love of the Sox as a joke to
show how dumb men can be. Regardless, I bought the special
Red Sox World Champions edition of the movie the day it came
out on DVD...hey, I am still a Red Sox fan!
The truth is, you really can’t understand what this team represents until you live it. As a child I would always swear that the
smell of Fenway Franks and roasted peanuts got stronger the
closer we got to Boston from New Hampshire. The CITGO sign
shining over the Green Monster was the first official sign that I
had arrived at the baseball cathedral that is Fenway Park. Dirty
old walls and tight ramp-ways connecting the sections show the
age of this timeless park. Half of the lower bowl still to this day
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consists of the original wooden bleachers, screwed into the foundation in 1912. The smell, the sights and the whole general feeling that Fenway gives you is enough to send you home happy
before the game is even underway.
With men named Yastremski, Williams, Peskey and Fisk immortalized in the Fens, playing on the field was a dream come true
for this Sox fan. Catching my father in the same place Varitek
caught 5 no-nos and where Fisk caught the Spaceman Bill Lee
was the dream I could have never dreamed. Sure the dream
from my childhood was actually suiting up day in and day out for
the Sox, but what defines me as a Red Sox fan is the day I spent
August 22, 2006 playing baseball with my Dad at Fenway Park.
Walking from the clubhouse to the field in the home whites
that read “RED SOX” in bright red across my chest was just the
beginning. The soft dirt crumbled under my cleats, the spongy
grass in the outfield cushioned my every stride. This was the
best place imaginable to play the game of baseball.
Once I had my red catchers gear strapped on it was time to
put my game face on, but I couldn’t. I stared wide eyed at the
enormous Green Monster in left, then to the Budweiser deck in
right and finally at the trademark “John Hancock” sign on the
scoreboard in center. I kept looking position to position and
remembering being a kid and imagining my back yard was Fenway, but this was the real thing. I glanced from Pesky’s Pole in
right field over to Fisk’s Pole in left and then it hit me, I’m playing
baseball. After a few past balls I was able to pay more attention
to the pitcher than the park and caught a pretty good game.
Unbeknownst to me, Jason Varitek, my all-time favorite baseball player, was in right field doing strength exercises on his recently repaired knee as he watcher me occupy his place behind
home plate. There was a smorgasbord of legends in the park
that day. I met guys I had heard stories from my father about,
guys like Bill Momboquete, Rick Miller and Psycho Steve Lyons.
And just when I thought the dream was over, there I was, sitting at the Cask ‘n’ Flagon talking baseball and drinking a brew
with Rick Miller.
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Presence
Cody Owens

O’ how abruptly the present is past
This season has ended
Whether it be horrendous or splendid
Its value unsurpassed
For the weather in which you remember
Fierce as it may have seemed
Has been of an ignorance soon redeemed
The mildest December
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Marine Melee
Holly Harper

The chill of dawn had not yet surrendered to the power of
the humid, summer day. Everything was cast in the hue of a
pale blue, while the twenty-nine foot sports fisherman boat, the
Holladay, reared at the lines securing it in the marina, anxious to
start yet another voyage. The entire cabin was full of equipment
for fishing and snorkeling, luggage, the large waterproof bag of
flare guns and other safety equipment, and a mysterious cardboard box the kids were forbidden to look in under punishment
of pushups. The crew consisted of my father the captain, Bob,
the first time voyager of the sea, Bobby the know-it-all younger
brother, Jordan, the sister who has to fix everything, Holly, the either quiet or shrieking youngest sister and me the self-appointed
first mate.
I interpreted the nod from my dad to be the OK to loosen the
lines wrapped around the dock cleats. The boat loaded with people and supplies started to drift away as my dad revved to twin
inboard engines. I leaped onto the bow, regained my balance
and decided to begin by enjoying the newness of this excursion
before it became dull. Dangling my feet over the starboard bow,
I laid my chin on the guard rail and watched the water cascade
away from me as the nose cut through the warp-mirrored ocean.
The engines were still idling low enough to be a distinct noise
in the background until the jetty enclosing the harbor marked
the starting line and we steadily increase our speed. The chatter
of the others seated inside the enclosed deck and the beeping
of a GPS calculating new coordinates was drowned out by the
accelerated engine noises. Soon the noise would fade into the
background, but for now it isolated me from my more distant
surroundings, focusing my attention on the rhythmic wake below
me. The Abacos promised to be a new adventure consisting of
island hopping and 4th of July festivities. Though not exactly excited about the ten hour trip there, I basked in the familiar feeling
of being on a boat trip. As Jimmy Buffet washed over the deck the
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sunlight on the passing water enticed my idle gaze.
Calm seas throughout the trip ensured we made good time.
We slowed in the no wake zone and our eyes roved the pair of
islands creating the Light House Marina; complete with a bar
that is boat accessible, a strip of brightly colored boutiques and
a tall red and white striped light house, I assumed the namesake.
Large mangroves and palm trees were scattered atop a plush
green grass. As we slid into the boat slot, my uncle Jimmy, Aunt
Linda, and their niece Becky, Uncle Leslie and Uncle Don, Uncle
Steve and Aunt Kelly and their daughter Susie all tied off boat and
began to help with the cargo. Jordan and I were informed that we
would most-likely be sleeping on the boat, I assumed they were
joking.
Along with the waiting friends came a great helping of Chef
Boyardee ravioli for dinner. I have never been able to explain the
negative connotation I have with that food, needless to say I ate
very little. I was peeved when they still made me sit on the pool
steps for thirty minutes before I could swim. When finally allowed
to swim, I attempted a backwards dive. Being successful on the
first couple of attempts, I continued a forth, fifth and sixth time,
all beginning with a back that was too arched and ending with
my head colliding with the side of the pool. I took a break from
the pool for a few days.
The next morning the adventures of independence began.
Becky and I received permission to explore the port with the six
foot, 5 horse-power dinghy. Our first stop, innocently enough,
was a cigar shop. Finding little use in the things, we continued to
the shop that would soon be our favorite. As Bob Marley pulsated
through the screen door of a bright cyan shop, Ihe Iggi Biggi,
local goods such as grass baskets and wooden carvings could be
seen hanging within the windows. Brightly colored wraps were
on display and shell jewelry ornamented all table tops. Some license plates were branded with sayings I didn’t quite understand
and coconut monkey promised to keep the margarita cold. We
left with the intent to return and decided to venture as far as we
dared from the coast in the newly christened Iggi Biggi dinghy.
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This name was later over-ruled by Uncle Jimmy. Still being reluctant to completely embrace the new found freedom of the open
sea, within the harbor, we returned with little more than a sea
gull sighting to report.
Snorkeling was our next expedition; sand dollars our treasure.
As we trolled through the turquoise water, large brown and
red starfish were a stark contrast to the white sand. Ropes were
rigged from the stern and snorkel gear was donned. At a snails
pace we began, periodically diving to inspect the sand. Buckets
were placed on the dive deck and began to fill. The isolation was
soothing; hearing little but the sound of breathing through a
snorkel, being gently pulled through the water. When the sun
began to dip and everyone could feel heat radiating off their
sunburned backs, we headed into port for a goodnights rest. The
4th of July celebrations were the next day and the pyromaniacs,
such as my brother, were excited yet slept well from exhaustion.
We were finally going to discover what was contained inside that
cardboard box.
Little did I know, I would never enjoy the festivities. Three in
the morning came and so did the virus. Completely emptied of
all energy and everything else, I slept for most of the day. I finally
awoke to children running through the hotel room attempting to
find items on a list for the scavenger hunt. The luau followed and
my sole companion was a single VHS, The Flintstones in Viva Rock
Vegas, I have not watched that movie since; Rewind, play, rewind,
play.
Finally that night I felt seventy percent better; I was not going
to miss the fireworks. As the rest of the group headed towards
a group of mangroves behind the hotel, I grabbed a glow stick
and followed suit. Falling over the white coral rock protruding
through the brown dirt, I carefully worked my way though the
mangroves. As if the curtain opened to reveal the main attraction, large fireworks suddenly appeared as I escaped the thick
overhanging branches and their large fan-shaped leaves. Now
aware of being on the other side of the island, I was able to gain
my bearings. Rocky land, strewn with tall grasses, suddenly disap42
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peared into the ocean.
On the edge of this cliff stood a handful of Americans eager to
join in the carousing of the holiday. I became aware of the origin
of the fireworks as being directly across a small channel from our
island. The fireworks exploded and vibrated above the water,
sending twice as much visual stimulus and equal amount of delight; maybe more for those snockered. Meeting up with the rest
of my own party, I joined in on blasting roman candles over the
side of the cliff. When all poppers were popped and all sparklers
sparkled we began the migration back to our rooms. Sleep was
vital, we returned home in the morning and a ten hour trip was
our only bounty restraining us from our own beds.
As our crew set out the morning of our departure, the sun was
not yet blending colors into the flat sheet of glass we were sailing through. No one spoke except for what was vital; the engine
emitted the only noise. We stopped into a small port for breakfast
and fuel. I leapt onto the dock and secured the line: the rabbit
goes out of the hole around the tree and back in the hole again.
“Are you sure your bowline knot is secure, Heather?”
“Yeah, it works well enough.”
I thoroughly enjoyed that French toast after being drained
of all nutrition the day before. The engines roared alive and the
lines were tossed back onto the boat. We headed out onto the
calm, placid sea. I drifted off to sleep, with the damp, chilly breeze
sweeping me into pleasant dreams, until I awoke to my father’s
radio crackling with anger. “I’ll keep my eyes open, Jim.” Dad,
watchful and persistent, stood tall as he perused the horizon and
held the radio to his mouth.
“Watch out for that ugly thunderhead in the south, too. I think
we’re gonna be in for it. Maybe we should turn back…” crackled
the correspondent.
“Nah, we got it. All we have to do is steer 45 degrees off the
caps. I’m gonna cruise a bit faster; don’t want the kids out in this.
See ya buddy.”
“Alright man, later.” And the squelch consumed the empty
space Jim’s voice left.
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I assumed that “Jim” was my uncle Jimmy. I remembered hearing he would be following us out to sea shortly after we left the
Abacos. The small bit of warning I overheard was enough to wake
me from my slumber. As I gazed through the dried salt on the
windows, I noticed the captivating colors of sunrise had vanished
into the uninviting, charcoal gray of a messy storm. We had now
entered waters of a whole different nature. What I beheld was a
sea at war, the Hole in the Wall, an area where three different currents collide into one spot to produce a white-capped, churning
mess of turmoil for any craft that happens to be there on a bad
day. As we were just on the outer rim of this dreadful space, our
anchor suddenly plummeted into the ocean. Fear stricken faces
glanced at one another while my dad jerked the boat into neutral. The engine could be heard whining at the sudden change in
pace and the crew attempted to regain their balance.
Dad scrambled to the bow to pull it up before the line entangled itself in the propellers and stranded us in that godforsaken
area. Terror suffocated me as Dad carefully made his way back to
the captain’s chair. At this point I noted the scowl expressed on
his face which intermittently turned into a clenched jaw of determination as the day progressed.
The Hole in the Wall was just the beginning. The prelude of a
nasty storm was illustrated across the entire horizon of waves.
The walls of water were beginning to rise in height around us
until they measured at least twenty-five feet. Every monstrous
wave we wrestled to the peak of would send us into the valley of
yet another even larger wave.
Amid this chaos Holly and Bob began to feel the affects. It now
was messy inside as well as outside. It was an endless battle we
were losing fast and it became obvious my dad felt the same way
when he ordered me down into the cabin to retrieve our lifeboat
and other emergency supplies. The sudden quite became a place
of peace. I laid down to allow the tension outside to flow from
my rigid body. Suddenly A stream came through the door to the
deck.
“Heather!”
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I shot out of the cabin with waterproof back in tow. Heart
pounding and fear caught in the tension of my brow.
“Just making sure you are ok.”
Relief flooded my body, but the tension did not leave my brow.
I opened the light sticks, cracking a few to attach to our life vests.
We all then sat there quietly waiting as I silently prayed for our
safety until I felt the need to sing. My dad still laughs at my meager attempt to stay calm. My feeble stanzas of “Jesus Loves Me”
pierced the tension that left me with a headache and set me at
ease despite the turmoil of my environment.
Finally, after hours of battle, we saw the first lights of Nassau.
This was our safe-haven for the night and we were nearing the
end of our terrible nightmare when we heard a squelch over the
two-way radio. “Holladay, Holladay can you copy? This is Conch
Eyes.”
My dad shot for the radio. “Conch Eyes, Holladay here, what can
I do for ya?”
“Your friend the Reef Runner is out at see with one engine and
a water spout to the west. He needs help, but I can’t help with a
wife injured from this storm.”
“Roger, radio that I’m on my way. Thanks for the call.”
From what I gathered this bigger boat, Conch Eyes, had picked
up the calls for help from our Uncle Jimmy who was not far behind, passed along the information for us. After a quick briefing
on Jimmy’s coordinates, we returned to the war zone we had just
escaped.
Back-tracking about two hours, we reached Jimmy who had
dislodged an engine in the storm and could only steer one side
of the craft. Without full control of the direction of the craft,
Jimmy was at risk of capsizing his boat. We tossed him some extra
emergency kits and life rafts, and set off together at a painstakingly slow speed. As Jimmy followed in the wake of our craft
so as to have an easier time of tackling the waves the stress of
the day began to take its toll. I could not discern if it was day or
night, but my body ached from absorbing the many hard hits we
had encountered. A Carnival cruise ship was of to the east at an
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angle beneficial to us and became shelter from the blasts of the
storm. The large vessel became a dam against the chaos. By now
the wind was gradually calming down as we neared the island.
The familiar lights we had abandoned earlier where now again
in sight and I released the weight of worry I had been wearing
around my neck.
The quiet lapping of water in the harbor was a foreign sound
compared to the pandemonium we shredded through at sea
as we were finally able to relax. The seventeen hour struggle for
control over waves that threatened to pulverize us left us without
energy to speak as we silently maneuvered into our dock slot. Finally the quiet was broken by a soft whisper from my dad to Jim.
“I didn’t think we had a chance. That was brutal. I don’t know how
we made it, but I’m sure glad I didn’t have to use those life boats. I
don’t ever think they would have done any good.”
As I pondered this alarming glimpse into my father’s fearful
side, I realized how my feeble songs for fortitude could have been
heard by the Creator of the wind and waves, despite the melee
surrounding us. My sisters and brothers walked past on the worn
dock boards; the glow sticks still attached to their life vests that
they did not need to use that day.
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Bellows Camera
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Release Party
Aaron Pate

Adrenaline riding on waves in the air
trampled us as we opened the door
and paid with crisp vibrating bills
then stamped on the backs of my hands.
I couldn’t say
if the band was backlit
or bathed in birthday cake icing
but the room was saturated with sound;
there were beer cans launched
from crashing symbols
and balloons like trees in a hurricane
bent from the roaring amplifiers.
The show was ten dollars
so dinner was Ramen
and later, on the couch,
we had pretzels and beer.
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Sadness
Perrish Goggins

As sadness strikes your heart like that of a baseball bat to a baseball as It cracks and the sound ricochets to your soul leaving a
whole for the pain to enter.
You are stunned at the ability of pain to hit a homerun as it
launches like that ball throughout your body making you weak,
so weak that you can’t even speak, you can’t utter the words or
ponder the thought to run. Run, run, run from it all as you await
home base.
As you run to first base thinking that you’re safe from the curve
that nearly caught you off guard, leaking the pain into your subconscious as you bolt out to second.
You slide the tears that well up within to this new base as you
stand idle awaiting further blows to your soul as a part of you
strikes out and leaves you hanging on that second island with
pain that is extreme.
But then another part of you bats some of the pain away long
enough for you to nearly reach safety, but not quite there, so you
are once again trapped on an island. Third base.
And as my metaphor nears its end as though it were a game, you
are left to trust the rookies dormant within your heart. As you entrust your final bit of happiness to them, the other side sends in
the pros and you are again switched between defeat and deception and let down by love loss once again.
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The Nectar of Lachesis
Henry Moulder

I slept with Fate and found a corpse in my arms
And sipped upon the nectar of her lips again
Through this I found the path to forever
And danced upon the bones of this harlot’s scorn

I filled my soul with the words of her life
And doubt found its hold in drunken thought
This night marked the years of hell to come
What worse than to have severed fate?

Now I stand beside such fleeting lives
With the dawn lifting it’s wicked gaze above
Alone I return to the corpse of Fate
Only To find her a virgin once again
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Bella
Karla Ray

Bella peeked out from under the covers and glanced around
her. Soft sunlight spilt into the room from the open window
beside her bed. The small specks of dust seemed to dance in
that glorious light. She heard a soft voice humming a song. She
jumped out of bed and raced to the kitchen!
“Good morning, my little dove.”
Bella’s eyes caught sight of her mother standing at the stove.
Mommy is so lovely, she thought to herself as she watched her
mom stirring the pot on the stove.
“Breakfast is almost ready, angel. Set the table for us.”
Bella grabbed the plates off the counter and set them at on
the table. She quickly dug the napkins out of the drawer and
placed them by their plates. The silverware tinkled in the drawer
as she got it out and finished setting the places.
“Sit down now, baby.”
Bella scrambled into her chair at the table. She gazed at her
mother as she scooped scrambled eggs with cheese into their
plates. Her mother’s silky gold hair swished softly around her as
she turned around to put the pan down and pick up the plate of
hot toast.
Turning around, Lily caught her little girl staring at her.
“My, what big eyes you have, little one,” she said as she took
her place at the table. “Why are those baby blues staring at me
instead of being on that plate you should be eating?’
Bella looked into her mother’s soft blue eyes. For just a moment, she couldn’t speak. Love for her mom rushed out from
her heart into the very tips of her fingers and toes, tingling like a
small electric shock.
“I love you, Mommy, that’s why I stare at you. You are so pretty
the whole world would look at you if they could!”
Lily smiled her special sweet smile at Bella. It was the kind of
smile that lights up the entire room.
“Silly, sweet child of mine, I love you too. Now, eat!”
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Bella slowly forked eggs into her mouth. Her mom made the
best eggs ever! They were all gooey with cheese, just the way
Bella liked them. She slipped a bite of toast into her mouth.
Mmmmm, just a hint of honey in the butter melted on the toast.
Bella closed her eyes to savor the sweet taste.
“Would you like to sit in the swing on the porch and read a
book together, Bella?”
Bella nodded her head happily in agreement.
“You choose one, Bella.”
Bella ran to her room and slipped her favorite book from the
shelf. It told stories of angels and pretty places in the heavens.
She ran to the porch to give her mommy her book. She nestled
down in the swing next to her mommy and handed her the
book. She closed her eyes and breathed in the sweet scent that
her mommy always smelled like. It was this soft, airy scent that
had a hint of jasmine. It made Bella think of soft clouds of flower
petals on warn, breezy spring days. Bella’s eyes slowly drifted
closed as she slipped into sleep.
“Where the hell are you hiding!?” she heard her father bellow.
Bella jerked awake. She was so cold, hiding under her bed.
Her tiny tummy was hollow with hunger. She wanted her dream
back, the one where her mommy was still here, snuggling her
close.
Jim’s hand reached under the bed and dragged Bella out.
She drew back from the alcohol stench pouring from him. He
grabbed her arms and jerked her up.
“Why do you insist on making me angry!? Why can’t you just
do what you are told?! Didn’t I tell you to have dinner waiting
when I got home?!”
“Daddy, there wasn’t anything left to cook.”
Bella trembled as she watched his face turn red and his eyes
grow cold. She squeezed her eyes closed as he began to shake
her.
“I’ve told you and told you! No excuses! All of your lying and
your tricks! A man can’t even think with you around!”
He began to drag her out of her room. In the small hall, he
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picked her up and began to shake her again.
“Stupid child!”
He stumbled drunkenly as he reached the top of the stairs and
let go of Bella to keep from falling. Bella felt herself falling and
her tiny heart began to flutter against her chest like a tiny, wild
bird in a cage.
Suddenly, out of nowhere, she felt warmth. She opened her
eyes and saw her mother’s arms reaching out to catch her. She
slipped into her mother’s loving arms as her tiny; little body
tumbled down the stairs and came to rest at the bottom. No
longer did a child reside in that broken, cold shell. Bella flew free
into heaven with her mother holding her close.
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Only the Strands of Friendship
Graphite

Patricia Casey
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You and I
Madelaine Hoptry

Bathed in the sweet scent of sweat
And dazzled by the teardrops running down my neck,
I can’t help but listen to that song again.
The one that made you cry at night,
All wrapped up in your misery,
Wishing you’d written those words.
And we sang together bleary-eyed, early Saturday morningSmoking cheap cigarettes out of rolled down windows,
You kept asking me to light them for you.
It was when I was pulling on my clothes in front of you,
That you kissed me for a little while,
Apologizing breathlessly, for taking so long
And you kept asking if I was happy,
Dearest, can’t you tell?
I kissed digital clocks with you, wishing for a new life,
But you prayed with sighs for me, and held my hand.
Speaking so damn softly, I couldn’t hear your lies...
Promises are made, but pacts can’t last
Lovers keep hopin’, but dreams are in their past
I’m so fucking empty; I think I’m runnin’ on dry
Nothing to lose, no, no, nothing to prove
Just unrequited love made worse in the wintertime,
My breathe is shallow and deep, lookin’ for peace,
Some sort of saint searchin’ for my sanity
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Stereo
Jordan Manigo

Tucked n’ between tha sheet music
with the alchemist of my Dreams,
lover of my eardrums
reverberating wedding rings,
weeks and months burn
and the ashes from blunts churn in my brain
like butter. . . smooth enough to bob my head
to off of the second hand smoke.
I can dream it in the air, tangled in the day. . .
choke my noise, I’ll gasp for play
and exhale a ride on Electric Ladyland. . .
Up the Tempo and let the bass quicksand
into my subconscious
Extending the snare&kickspann
Bypassing infinity
Exiting off on Forever. . . .
Rolling on Hi-Hats
Delivering the good news,
Goodie Mob’s ghetto gospel “Sky High”
strapped with Chuck D’s Rhyme book.
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I took 16 shots to my dome,
Now I’m riding on Elevators,
Just me and you. . . yo mamma and yo cousin too,
to the 13th floor,
bumping and grinding while
sum slick shit dances out of my third eye.
The resting place of passion,
and location of the drum’s wake;
buried in 36 chambers, and
Resurrected before I can say. . .
“I Used To Love H.E.R.”,
grooving louder than ever. . .
Pray to God he never severs
This connection, turn down the sound
On me from hear on till next forever. . .
On my knees, turntables held together
Like U.N.I.T.Y. . . . . .break dancing with elbows,
On point equilibrium,
And I get juiced as the HIGH swings By!. . . .
Good vibrations bounce off the bricks like a tether,
Vocal mumbles in the attic and unlaced Adidas stomps
Brings the Bridge is Over. . . classic, when I wake up it’s STILLmatic. . .
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Vendetti
Cody Owens

Such a pleasant evening it was. The delectable aroma of basted
turkey filtered throughout the middle-class home of the Vendetti
family. The children were deadlocked in an intense game of Life
on the Persian rug of the living room floor. The sweet ambiance
of light music caressed the inner ear while familiar tunes of dogbarking and neighborly chatter droned about their suburban
dream, a white-picket castle. Mrs. Vendetti was in the process of
cleansing the plates and utensils of the meal, her sleeves rolled
up delicately by her spouse. Mr. Vendetti had stepped out the
back to puff his cigar after dinner. He admired the beauty of his
serene and pet-less back yard, but not intently. He would see it
again. With a contented sigh, he pivoted from the lush greenness
of his neighborhood, exhausted the remainder of smoldering
ash on the end of his cigar, and entered the house. His son Simen
exclaimed virginal obscenities due to his lack of luck in the board
game. Mr. Vendetti exemplified his capacity for roaring as well,
“Simen!” And in a much more subdued tone, “Hush, son. It’s all
a game. Start winning or quit being a sore loser.” He continued
through the hallway into the crème, lighted kitchen where his
wife still tidied the remnants of dinner. He slithered cautiously
around the kitchen island and behind his wife, lovingly caressing
her perfect hips. His chin landed on her left shoulder. His lips gently pressed on her neck. Mrs. Vendetti let the saucer she was holding slip into the dirtied water and looked up, exposing her neck.
The absence of a sensual hum or indication of approval told Mr.
Vendetti to relieve his grasp of her waist and gaze into her face.
She gave a smile and a blink and explained that she was merely
“a might weary” and more than ready for a long rest. He glanced
at the floor, then out of the circular kitchen window. A moment
of silence was interrupted with, “I suppose it’s nearly time for bed.
Yeah.” A flock of some unidentifiable birds soared solemnly past
Mr. Vendetti’s line of view. He quickly became lost in thought,
drowning himself in similarly unidentifiable memories. Mrs. Ven66
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detti shifted. With a surreally dawdling nostalgic blink, Mr. Vendetti focused his attention on his wife who had begun to stare
into his eyes. Her face was one of assurance. “I love you,” she told
him. She repeated, “I love you Bart.” Mr. Vendetti needed say no
more and fell into her lips. The kiss was a friendly oath of adoration. However, their daughter Anna suspended the moment with
ungentle sobs.
She had drudged into the kitchen during her parents instant of
affection and attempted to muffle her crying. She wore a faded
sky blue dress that tapered all the way down to her delicate
ankles where she wore yellow socks to match her springtime
pigtails. Through sobs she managed to utter, “He- he- he…” Mr.
and Mrs. Vendetti hurriedly slouched to Anna’s position. Mr. Vendetti enveloped his daughter with his husky arms and lifted her
from the ground, shielding her with his body from the sobs that
she hadn’t yet wept. After quite a bit of ushering, Anna’s parents
finally came to understand her ordeal. Her critical flaw had been
winning. Simen had thrown his typical tantrum in response to his
haplessness. As customary, Mrs. Vendetti comforted and entertained Anna while Mr. Vendetti attended to Simen. Nevertheless,
there wasn’t much to be done. Mr. and Mrs. Vendetti had tried everything that they knew how to suppress Simen’s uncharacteristic
fury. Mrs. Vendetti had suggested anger management for Simen’s
rage, but her suggestions were always smothered with Mr. Vendetti’s ideology about reputations and professionals. “Character
and currency are everything,” he’d seem to retort. As he dragged
himself to his son’s fortressed bedroom, he stepped carefully.
Time registered leisurely to Mr. Vendetti. He noticed how faded
the beige carpet had become in such a short time. He noticed
the minute dent in the wall behind where the bathroom door
knob would be located had it been open. He noticed escaping
lent that clung obstinately to the horizontal slats of the air vent.
He noticed the necessity of re-painting the looming ceilings. Mr.
Vendetti felt more as if he were tumbling down an unfamiliar tunnel. Arriving at his son’s door, he knocked his special knock that
designated that it was him. Mr. Vendetti continued to observe
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his home, listening to his son’s silence. He realized that he had
never been extremely fond of the wallpaper. He knocked again.
A monotonous silence yet again deafly struck his ear. “Simen, I’d
like to talk to you. You knew this was coming. Open the door, Simen.” Shuffling sounds emerged from around the doorway. The
doorknob halfway twisted. Nothing happened for a moment. Mr.
Vendetti stood helplessly waiting for his son to obey his simple
request. “Did you need me?” queried Simen. He replied affirmatively and parentally demanded entry. The doorknob somewhat
circumnavigated about its axis and the door slid open to a certain
extent. The boy’s naturally unruffled face was visible. Before his
father had a chance to reprimand his actions, he began sputtering insincere apologies and accusations of cheating behavior on
the behalf of his sister. “Look son, we’ve been through this…” His
voice tapered away. Placing his hand on the hinge-side of the
doorframe, Mr. Vendetti leaned his body in the direction of his
son’s room and buried his forehead into his other hand. He ran his
fingers through his hair in a frustrated gesture. Simen began, “It’s
not like I wanna-” and his father interjected, “Let me speak please,
son.” He said nothing for another short moment, and then started
telling his son everything that he always does after an incident
of fury. However, his haranguing routine was cut short when
Mrs. Vendetti stomped around the corner behind her husband
and stormed irately in the direction of his location. Her inevitable wrath was a dark omen that pounded Mr. Vendetti’s psyche
ferociously and increasingly so with every step she completed.
Turning his back to his son, he stared at his wife’s bedraggled,
tear-stained face as it wisped closer and closer. He took a large
step and grabbed her shoulders, holding her there. “That boy!”
she extolled with a vengeance, “That boy!” Her voice trembled
with gravity. “Go back into your room, Sie,” and with a backwards
look of disappointed angst he added, “We’ll talk later.” With that,
he turned and led his wife back into the kitchen to discover the
matter.
Mrs. Vendetti described the event as gruesomely as possible,
sparing no details. Mr. Vendetti assumed that the story had been
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manipulated a bit, as all stories are. Once a story passes through
someone who didn’t personally witness the scene, the infallibility of the story is compromised. Therefore he overlooked a few
parts. Her depiction of the scene was ambiguous and mumbled
through half-clenched teeth and temporary tears of tragedy.
The gist of the story was that Simen became enraged with Anna
because she’d innocently and precisely beaten him at Life. Anna
was fearful of his behavior. Simen had clenched his jaw and his
fists, closed his eyes and seethed. The scene was still for a minute and Anna began to pack the board game into its box when
Simen discerned that the game was not yet over. Anna’s rejection
of his demand to play again sent him into a whorl of livid frenzy,
in which he broke the board, seized Anna by the throat and
shattered a side-table lamp in the process. Mr. Vendetti listened
almost fully to his wife’s explanation, nodding his chin, curling
the corner of his face. Simen eventually stopped his hellish tirade,
looked about, and slouched to his room. Anna’s cries for help
came next. Then after his wife’s interpretation of the account
was terminated, Mrs. Vendetti’s cries for help followed. Latching
on to her man, she sniffled and sobbed. “Tomorrow,” insisted he,
“Tomorrow we’ll all get together… we’ll gather as a family and
discuss his behavior. If we all feel as if something ‘professional’ is
in order, then so be it. Please,” Mr. Vendetti pleaded back through
an unfamiliar voice which was beginning to tremble. “What we all
need right now is to recover from this, calm down, get in bed…
be a loving bunch of… Vendettis.” They remained embraced for a
moment, and then it was over. She generously wiped her damp
eyes on her husband’s shirt and perambulated miserably to her
bed. Mr. Vendetti’s eyes were fixated on the floor. His breathing
was heavy and slow. His blinks were lingering. He noticed the
resonance of trickles of rain on the roof and wondered for how
long it had been doing so. Sighing, he put the right side of his
chin to his right shoulder in a thoughtful manner. The kitchen
knife rack caught his attention. Mr. Vendetti slid out one of the
largest handled knives. He twisted it around in his hand, admiring the craftsmanship and the varying radiantly metallic glim69
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mers that reflected from it. With every revolution, he saw a rapid
reflection of his face. His thoughts were concreted to his wife.
At that moment he desired to tell his wife he adored her. He felt
horrid about not complying with his wife’s humble demands that
Simen get help. It was partially his fault, he thought. Suddenly
Mr. Vendetti noticed an irregularity in the reflection and let his
vision pass over the kitchen. Startlingly, Simen had made his way
into the doorway of the kitchen and was wearing a mischievous
frown with a slight hint of sulk. Mr. Vendetti’s stomach dropped,
his heart leapt forward, and he gasped. His hand fumbled with
the kitchen knife. Double-taking between the knife and his son
for a millisecond, he attended to the more dangerous matter,
and steadied the knife. “Son, holy sh-… you could have hurt me.
You’re lucky I caught myself there.” His nerves had been shot by
the shock, which caused him to have the inability to place the
knife back in its slot aptly. “Why are you up? Didn’t I tell you to
go to bed? You aren’t in a very good position to be disobeying
anybody right now, bud,” he said rather heatedly. Placing the
knife in its secure location, Mr. Vendetti turned his body towards
the doorway. His body turned in just enough time to see the back
side of his son disappearing quickly behind the wall in the direction of his room. Mr. Vendetti opened his mouth to call him back,
but decided against it as he always did. He walked simply to his
room, passing through the hallway. A thunder clasp sounded distantly. The door smoothly swung in and he entered. Slipping his
shirt over his head and arms and unbuttoning his jeans, he made
his way to his side of the bed. He never noticed his wife’s consciousness. Mrs. Vendetti could not sleep yet. Mr. Vendetti slid his
jeans off and tossed them to the corner lightly. Taking great care
to lift the sheets without disturbance, he rolled into bed. There
were flashes of remote lightning. Still the resonance of misty rain
was apparent. Mrs. Vendetti’s consciousness drifted, and soon did
her husband’s.
Sluggishly Mr. Vendetti meandered through the obstacles of
his home, fumbling over darkness and obstruction. He used only
intuition and infrequent flashes of purple-blue lightning that
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intruded through every window to guide him. He was not yet
sure by what means he had gotten into the kitchen. A slumbering stupor, perhaps. Some sort of abnormal noise had sounded
from somewhere, interrupting his assumed somnambulism.
It couldn’t have been much louder than the bangs of thunder
that struck the house every five minutes or so. Nothing other
than suspicion woke him from his slumber. Clumsily he made
it through the kitchen. If they’d had a pet, he would have never
woken up and merely dismissed the clamor as mischievousness
on the part of the animal. However, there were no explanations
that seemed logical at the time. Dumbly, he cleared his throat
and whispered, “Hello?” His answer was the off-beat slaps of rain
upon the roof and the occasional boom of thunder. With a feeling of drowsy stupidity he mumbled, “I guess you’re not in here.
Thought you were…” Mr. Vendetti ran his fingers through his hair.
He put his chin down and looked down into darkness to where
his legs should be. A stray strand of hair somehow made its way
to his nostril and he sneezed a thunderous sneeze. The natural
soundlessness of the room was disturbed and he heard a nervous
shifting noise from across the kitchen, perhaps only a few feet
away. His mouth opened and yelled nothing. Mr. Vendetti stiffened mechanically. The scooting sound came again. Mr. Vendetti
waited for a flash of lightning. His bottom lip quivered. Both
knees locked. The lightning struck and he looked about the room
with increased vigilance and upon seeing that nothing surrounded him, he gazed toward the direction of the knife rack.
Momentarily frozen, Mr. Vendetti listened attentively, ignoring the heavy breathing that he recognized as his own, although
frequent and irregular. He had definitely heard a noise. It was
impossible that the sound had been a figment. His body was
a hard plaster. His guard had been down, and he had been attacked by inconsistency. Perhaps it was something supernatural,
he thought without belief. The rigidity of his frame loosened,
and his body grew vertically erect with a sudden rush of courage. Mr. Vendetti was the king of the castle; his domain was his
responsibility. His bare right foot made a suctioning noise when
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it left the floor that split the darkness. Tip-toeing towards the
knife rack, he kept his eyelids down. Several feet had separated
him from the knives. Night is a perplexity. Mr. Vendetti realized
that he had not even been out of bed but for a fleeting second.
He reached blindly for the rack. Blackness made the distance
longer between his hand and the grip of the blade. His hand met
a smooth wooden handle. Masculinity rushed from his fingertips
to his wrist, from his wrist to his bicep, and from bicep to skull.
Letting go, he reached for the larger handle. It was his conception
that the bigger the weapon, the smaller the fight. However, the
largest blade was nowhere to be found. Staring towards the rack,
he waited. Did he replace the blade? Purple and blue lit up the
answer in mid-thought: the blade simply did not exist in its slot,
or on the counter. What had he done with the knife? The infiltrator no longer pinched his consciousness. The blade’s location was
of importance now. Mr. Vendetti’s receptors travelled from doubt
to doubt, nerve to nerve, soma to axon. The heavens grumbled
just outside. Groping the night, he searched for the refrigerator.
Grasping the handle, he pulled. The frigid brightness artificially illuminated the kitchen. A visage! In his peripheral vision there was
a rush of obscure nothingness, headed for the hallway.
Mr. Vendetti’s priorities rearranged themselves once more. A
new surge of adrenaline came. He flung himself ineptly upon the
counter. He reached for the cabinet that held the household protection. Slinging open the door, he pushed aside some unused
kitchenware and pet food haphazardly, finally taking hold of the
pistol.
He cast himself towards his bedroom. His family flashed in
his mind like an Easter photograph. The adrenaline had died, reincarnated by fear. Both kept him going. But the latter made him
weak. Never had there been so many corners! He drove his body
forward. The room was so much closer now, but which room to
enter? There had been movement. There had been some sort of
something in his home, some force he interpreted as evil. His own
door was locked! How was he to gain entrance to his own room?
Forcing himself onto the door incessantly, Mr. Vendetti began
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hearing screams from the other side. Simen! Anna! Meg! Why had
they forsaken him? Or had they not? Perhaps the infiltrator was
inside as well! Mr. Vendetti yelled in agony and rage. He intended
to enter. The screams grew louder and less definite. Mr. Vendetti’s
screams grew in response, as did his aggressive attempts to enter
the room. Tears streamed in the trenches of his face. This position
was not an enviable one. His shrieks persisted as did his family’s.
The obstruction, the wooden separation from his family and his
self, was almost gone. Mr. Vendetti was not conscious of his heart;
it had been beating, beating much too fast. The door was in
shambles. He had means of entering. Thrusting his human frame
between the door’s, Mr. Vendetti wildly shrieked with pain and
angst. A gargantuan object bluntly struck his chest, ceasing his
progression; as he was catching himself, the object blindly swung
once more, and his mind sunk below consciousness.
He awoke in a dark, blank room, bordered with gloom and
molded by desolation. A hospital. Pivoting his neck, he was aware
of a doctor. Mr. Vendetti’s level of awareness was low, but the
doctor was definitely speaking. Blunt force trauma, contended
the doctor, was a fraction of his problems. “Meg. Simen, Anna…”
interrupted Mr. Vendetti. With tight lips, lowered shoulders, and a
sigh, the doctor collected his thoughts. His actions preceded his
answer. An all-encompassing depression, a melancholy infection of massive proportions began devouring every aspect of his
body and soul. Unable to express his emotions behind a screen of
medicine, he allowed his vision to wander around the room. Police stood in the hallway of the hospital, gazing at him. Bitter tears
dripped to the corners of his mouth. The doctor was still speaking
inside his head, but the world must have stopped.
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Untitled
Photograph

Ryan Crawford
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Residual
Aaron Pate

Still there wrapping your arms around me,
echoes persisting in their ubiquity,
digital doppelgangers I can’t untangle
these words and images, only traces,
like the solar flares and fires screaming
millions of miles and years away;
they’re long gone but refuse to
say their exit lines and leave the sky.
Outside I can see I’m alone,
inside, heart clamoring for my throat;
even now it’s so violently visceral,
but it’s not you, it’s residual.
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I’ll Pass On
Fire

Distant stars to blackest night
Shiny swords slice the sky
Eruptions of clusters, natures’ immaculate births
Constellations of stories thousands of light years away
The coldest map of life’s evolving mystery
Centering to a land of tainted and misstated history
Energies create blockages disarming the weak that want to
wound
Shooting and reflecting back into your core the sickest typhoon
Grandmothers with eyes of afflicted nations
Tell stories that make bodies quiver
Helter skelter as the bitter past races to the current
Distorted eye blocked by a spectrum, so illusion is a sure thing
The third eye is the sun the only true light, that gleams through
tunnels towards freedom
Desperation of thirst souls that wish to dry my river’s bed
I stand in the middle, with my arms open wide and welcome in
the sun
The one has arrived
Goddess has resurrected
Amazingly gifted, humble and hearing
Joy, comfort, belief, and absent of grief
Shear notions of potions hid under the oceans
I’ll lay beneath the sleep to pass it on.
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Modern Renderings of Archaic Art
Emily Kudeviz

And she scribbled her thoughts
On empty papers in colored
Inks, never quite matching colors
With emotions,
But instead forming rainbows in reverse order
Across pristine skies and cloudless horizons
And he read them as holy texts,
Attempting to decipher her inner wants
And needs but instead finding himself
Scribbling his own in the margins in
Stark ink- culturally devoid narrowness
And together they reached for the stars
Through broken mirrors, reflecting shards
Of Self with slivered daggers more
Potent than words.
And droplets of blood were added
To their canvas, smudging words
With inkblots of lifeTo delicate to achieve with any purpose
Save that akin to accident.
And their masterpiece they hung on the empty wall.
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Sad Excuse, I Want to Confuse
Madelaine Hoptry

Sweet, sweet, sweet, Prince of Peace,
Left me naked at the sink,
Searching for some sign of sanity.
And oh, no, no, you fucking took my soul,
With all the drugs and the love from my pill bottles.
And I just wait, wait, wait, anticipate,
For your voice too long,
I keep dialing wrong numbers on my telephone.
This voice keeps breaking,
I’m still coming down,
I need someone to talk to,
At least for a little while.
Yes, yes, yes, it’s the synopsis:
A failed love story with actors gone motionless.
So what, what, what, if I’m in this teenage rut,
Workin all the time just to fuck it up.
Don’t you see, see, see Mr., love me please,
A philosophy tangled in some kinda honesty,
Just a modern muse,
A less than tragic ending, for the daily news.
And my head is aching
This smile’s a frown
I just can’t forget you,
Not for a little while.
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Untitled
Sharpie

Cody Owens
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Change
Fire

Change is time and time is change
It’s not time for manifesting losses just reap the knowledge
gained
Travesty is reality that tests your will to press on
Just as a sun sets on a purple sky and mellows out the dawn
Time waits for no man so I’ve learned throughout my years
But pearls are born in the struggles of blood, sweat, and tears
Focus is key to keep in sync what is put upon your plate
Aint no need to backtrack tryin the wipe off that dusty old slate
Yesterday is the past and I’m reachin for tomorrow
It’s time to stand up an fight no matter what life’s sorrows
As the leaves fall an soil manifests new life
Aint no need to drag yo feet for fear because it’s gonna be some
strife
So imam roll with the punches and listen to what is told
And watch this new life before my eyes continue to unfold
I know I’m an alien to this world of programmed soldiers
My duty is to band together diamond minds so we can try to lift
these bounders
I’m cryin out to all my sistas and brothas out of love
Don’t wait till it’s too late and they release the white dove
Time is now and I hope yall ready for war
Because time is changing and change is time
And I ain’t suffering with this imbalance anymore
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Sharp
Lindsay Harris

“What are you doing with that knife?” John asks, all accusatory,
pointing with the bill of his Hickory Tavern hat. A metal pan full of
uncut lemons balances in my left hand as I go for the red-handled
chef’s knife stuck to the magnet strip of the kitchen’s back-line.
“‘Bout to cut lemons. What the fuck does it look like I’m doing?”
The language of wait and kitchen staff is crude sarcasm laced
with restaurant jargon. It’s how we communicate in an environment that Anthony Bourdain refers to as “a mix of unwavering
order and nerve-shattering chaos.” Shit-talking earns respect in a
restaurant. So I tell kitchen guys thank you when they call me an
asshole.
“It looks like you’re gonna cut your hand off with that thing.
That’s a big-boy knife. Why don’t you use that serrated one the
other girls use.”
I sigh extra loud. The plastic cutting board wedged up under
my arm secured by my elbow pokes my ribcage with its worn
corner as I turn to him. The restaurant opens in about 40 minutes
and my opening prep-list scrolls in my head. I still have to cut
lemons, do tea, and make dressings. I don’t have time for him
right now. I cut my eyes at him, then smile, all big and fake. “Hey
John, why don’t you do your job and I’ll do mine? Like I don’t
know how to handle a proper knife.”
Just about every time I’m hanging out at my parents’ house for
a few days, I put in “will requests.” A will request is exactly what it
sounds like, a request for some item that I want them to leave me
in their Last Will and Testament. My reason for doing so is quite
simple I want first dibs on their neatest household belongings. I
give myself major props for coming up with this idea because I
know for a fact that my two older stepbrothers have not thought
of asking to be left specific things when our parents pass. Both of
my stepbrothers would probably think that it was too morbid or
selfish to do so, however, I think it’s quite practical. I love my mom
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and stepfather. Honestly, I can’t even fathom walking in the front
door of our brick house and Mom not greeting me arms wide and
hug-ready, or Ward not sitting at the breakfast table at 1pm still
nursing a lukewarm morning coffee with the Sunday Times hiding his face. Still, I know that we are born to die so I might as well
be compensated for my loss.
Over Christmas Break this past year, I dropped my bags at the
foot of the stairs and followed my nose into the kitchen to see
what was brewing for dinner. After a hello and cheek-kiss from
Mom who was washing raw chicken juice off her hands, I peeked
over Ward’s shoulder as he minced garlic and discovered a new
will request item. He’d gifted himself a custom made chef’s knife
for Christmas and I instantly fell in love with it. It was a gorgeous
piece of craftsmanship—a ten-inch long high carbon steel blade
pinned with brass to the red-stained wooden base. As I admired
it, he went into great detail about its design.
“The handle is made of complex grain from an Elm tree which
mimics marble in its look and feel. You know what complex grain
is right? It’s the grain from the base of a tree,” he told me, without
pause for my answer.
“It looks longer than a regular chef’s knife,” I commented.
“It is. Whereas a standard chef’s knife is 8-inches, this one is 10
and it’s almost 3inches at its widest.” He was really excited about
his new piece of cutlery, chuckling at the knife’s greatness. It was
kind of adorable.
Food, its quality, preparation and consumption, is a huge deal
in my family. My parents are what you would call foodies, winos,
informal restaurant critics, or food snobs as I lovingly refer to
them. I was raised in a house where the kitchen was its heart and
spent every Saturday morning of my childhood at the Charlotte
Farmer’s Market with Mom shopping for organic produce from
local farmers. My stepfather wooed my mother by taking her to
French cooking classes on a string of dates. My house was the
only on in the neighborhood that’s kitchen had a Julia Child
signed apron as wall décor and a library of cook books that lined
the bar-top and filled a 6-foot bookshelf in the corner of our
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breakfast nook. Rock Hill added the Food Network to its cable
channels because my mother called our local cable company and
threatened to switch to satellite if they didn’t add it. Growing up
with a constant flood of food knowledge to my brain shaped my
love and appreciation of food. And having an Artist Craftsman
Chef knife that was custom made for my parents will put a smile
on my face every time I chop after they’re gone.
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The Day
Karla Ray

The house was dark. Quiet. Maybe too quiet. He wondered
where everyone was. He felt a bit irritated. Surely some member
of the family could have come to greet him. His wife could have
maybe even welcomed him home from work. Sometimes the
boys were up watching TV. Just, not this morning.
Coming down the hall, he tripped on a toy. “Damn, couldn’t
they even pick up the toys?” This really did not improve his mood.
Feeling even more irritated, he stomped his way into the bathroom. His favorite towel is NOT on the rack.
“Cindy! Where the hell is my towel?!”
“In the laundry, Hon. I’ve not finished the wash from yesterday
yet.”
“Crap!”
He yanks another towel down, and climbs into the shower.
Even the soothing feeling of the warm water running down his
back doesn’t make him feel any better today. No hellos, toys all
over the place, laundry not done, and the list goes on. He dries
off, throwing the towel on the floor. Staring in the mirror, he rubs
his chin.
“Damn if I’m going to shave today. The boss can bitch at me
when I get to work tomorrow. God knows he always has something to say.”
He stomps off to the bedroom. Even the dang bed is unmade.
“Where are you are going, Bill?”
“I’m going to bed, Cindy, can’t you see that?”
“What about the garbage? You need to take it out first.”
“I’ll get it when I get up.”
“You are supposed to be mowing the grass when you get up,
remember?”
“I’ll do the damn garbage first!”
“It needs doing now! Please! It really has to go! I can’t fit another thing in there!”
“So you take it out.”
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“It’s your turn to take it out. Come on, it won’t take you but a
minute. Just do it.”
“Do it? Like I haven’t already worked all night? It’s eight am! I
just got home! Why can’t you take it out, you don’t do anything
but sit on your fat ass and watch TV all day and half the night.
Can’t you do anything without me holding your hand? Or, make
one of boys do it! God knows they rarely lift a finger around here
anyway! Tell them to get off their asses and take the garbage out
and, while they are at, make them mow the damn grass! I work
twenty-four seven around here and nobody, not one damn person, can do a damn thing besides me?!?”
“I’m sorry. . . “
“Damn right! I know you are sorry! A fucking sorry excuse for a
wife! Why did I ever marry such a lazy stupid fat pig like you?”
Pretending to mimic Cindy, he uses a falsely high pitched tone;
“I soooo sorry I am soo useless. I am soo sorry I can’t even manage
take the garbage out without you! I’m soo very sorry I’m worthless, Honey.”
Tears begin to streak down her face. Her head bows. He sees it,
but he doesn’t stop. He just is not through yet.
“Oh, is the wittle stupid baby gonna cry now? Did the wittle
dumb fat-ass slob get her tiny wittle feelings hurt? Boo-hoo, Look
at me, boo-hoo. Oh feel so sorry for me. . . !”
“Never mind... I’ll get one of the boys to do it.”
She starts to shuffle out of the room.
“Oh, hell no! There is no way in hell I’m gonna get to sleep now
that you’ve pissed me off! Time for doing some little tiny thing
on your own is way past now! Just couldn’t let me rest just a few
fucking hours, could you? Just a couple of lousy damn hours
of sleep for a man who works his ass off for his ungrateful, lazy
stupid family! Just work myself to death for you fat pigs! That’s all
you want me for anyway! No one gives a single damn thought
about me! None of you care of I live or die! Oh, wait!! Sure you
all will care! Daddy won’t be here to do everything for your lazy
asses!”
Stomping into the hallway, he sees the boys standing there.
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“What the hell are the two of you staring at?”
One tear falls from Jacob’s eye. Isaac just stares, open-mouthed.
As he rounds the corner into the dining room, he keeps yelling.
“You two are just as fucking worthless as your whiney-assed
mother is! Isaac, shut your damn mouth before a fly crawls in! You
look like a stupid dead fish, all gaping open mouth. Christ! Jacob,
you are not a freaking baby! Stop your damn sniff. . .!”
He stops dead in his tracks. The candles on homemade German
Chocolate cake (his favorite) are melting the icing. The presents
sit beside his place at the table with their bows drooping, as
though they feel sad. The banner, scribbled in the boys’ handwriting, reads “Happy Birthday, Daddy!”
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Your Heart’s Echo
Anonymous

I wish your eyes were mirrors. I wish I was so deep within you,
that part of me was reflected somehow in your glance. Because
you’re within mine. I wish I was every second of every day for
you. That each moment held a little bit of me within it, my smile,
my laugh, or maybe the way I tilt my head when you ask me a
question. Because when I step on the cold floor, I remember
that time we went running around outside barefoot and the
asphalt chilled our feet to the bone. I rubbed yours back awake.
Because when I taste Rocky Road ice cream it reminds me how
we went and bought a gallon of it from the store when you your
grandfather died. Something so sweet never tasted so bitter to
me. Because when I hear a piano part in a song, I remember how
quick your fingers moved above the keys. They mesmerized me.
Because when I bury my face in my pillow at night I realize that
its starting to smell less and less like you every day. And because
when I see myself, I see you, because my eyes are mirrors.
It’s cold outside, which maybe is fitting and we learned something about that in English one year, how the weather is a symbol for the main character’s emotions in the story but I don’t
really remember what it was called. Anyways, in real life everyone is their own main character living out their own story. We all
forget that behind every face there is another life being led, we
focus on ourselves, not the whole.
At least you do. You with long hair that is brushing your shoulders now and every once in a while you’ll pull it back--almost like
your hand is a hair tie—and say, “I need it cut.” But you always
say that and you never do it.
I sit down on the front porch and tap a cigarette out into my
palm. Seems I’m full of bad habits these days. You’ll kill me faster
than the nicotine will though. I’m trying to light it but my hands
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are shaking too badly and it’s not because of the cold and its not
because I’m old. No, it’s because you do this to me. You turn me
into something that’s not me. Something that hates and is angry
and something that can’t light its own fucking cigarette. An it.
That’s what you turn me into. Your it. Something you own. I’m a
piece of furniture. A fucking table.
“Here let me,” you say sitting down next to me. Your leg is warm.
You reach out and gently take the lighter from my hands. I fold
them together on my lap, clench my fingers tight. My knuckles
turn white.
You light it in one move. Of course you do. The flame bursts out
for you. Happy to create fire from your fingertips. I suck in the
smoke as you set the lighter down next to you.
There’s a long silence. I stub the remains of my cigarette out.
“We gonna talk about what happened,” you ask, peering at me
through your bangs.
I shrug and stare off at the moody clouds that hover in the
distance. They feel like a warning or whatever but again, nature could give a fuck how we really feel. It’ll rain when it rains.
The sun shines less though it seems. Oh well, more than half of
our bodies is water anyways. Wonder what that says about us.
Guess the tears never really dry up.
You nudge me with your shoulder, “We’ve always been able to
talk before.”
Before doesn’t really mean shit to me now. There’s only the after.
“You knew how I felt. Know…you know how I feel,” because I still
do feel it.
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You sigh and look up to the heavens and I can’t even begin to
guess what you’re thinking. Because I don’t know what I’m thinking myself. You seem to take even that away from me.
“It was silly,” you say and what a choice of fucking words. Silly.
Makes it seem like we’re five years old and had no clue as to
what we were doing. It absolves you of everything doesn’t it? Of
course it does.
I clear my throat and rub my hands briskly up and down my legs,
“It’s not silly to me. Wasn’t silly to me…whatever.”
You bring your knees up to your chest and rest your head on
them and its weird seeing someone as tall as you folded in half
somehow. You stare at me and your hair falls to the side of your
face. You’re gorgeous even when you’re killing me.
“I was drunk,” you say, “and so were you.”
“I wasn’t that drunk,” I say angrily even though I was or else I
would’ve never got up the nerve to do half the things I did to
you.
“Hmmm,” you make a sound deep in your throat like you do
when you’re contemplating a hard math problem over at your
desk.
“You know this isn’t going to go anywhere,” you say and you’ve
ruined it right there.
I stand up quickly, “I’m going for a walk.”
“Rachel,” you say as if my name would magically make me sit
down and listen to you.
I walk away.
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“Come back,” you call out after me. But I’m already gone.
I wish your eyes were mirrors. But mirrors are glass. They break.
You would shatter me within you. Work me inside, grind me up,
and spit me back out. I would just have fragments. You’re safe
within my eyes. They’ll always hold you. They would make sure
you didn’t turn into shards. Pieces of who you once were. Pieces
that could cut. But your eyes aren’t mirrors anyway. I’m the
person on the opposite side. Watching as you fix your hair, brush
your teeth. Then I get to watch you walk away. I get to watch
your back. And you leave me. Stuck behind the glass.
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Victorian House
Photograph

Tina Gossett
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Dezenta: The Banded Tulip
Prologue: Looks are Deceiving
Chase Huskey

The door of a small wooden shack rattled as a creature outside
was trying to force its way in. Finally, the door was forced ajar
and in the doorway stood a cloaked figure. Everything about the
being was concealed except for her feminine figure. She glanced
at the interior of the shack, noting her dark and empty surroundings as well as quickly closing and locking the door behind her.

These denizens did not survive the purge, she thought. That
is quite unfortunate. However, their former home may buy me
some time.
The female removed the hood of her sack cloth cloak. She
missed her old aqua blue one, but these desperate times called
for clothing that did not catch attention easily. The removal of
the hood revealed that she was a human in her late twenties.
Her hair was aqua blue and flowed like the water of a river. There
were also small hints of aqua colored tattoos on the edges of her
head and neck, but how far they extended was impossible to tell
with the cloak still on.
She moved towards the nearest window and tried to mentally
contact a bird, but she was unsuccessful. The newly proclaimed
ruler of this land had sucked the life out of the entire region. It
was safe to assume there were no birds around for miles. The
young woman then sat below the windowsill against the wall.
She had never expected to die like this. . . especially as a Dezenta.
Lost in short, rushed thoughts, she found some comfort in
remembering who and what she was. She was a Dezenta, one
whose element was water. Dezenta were beings with pow92
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ers based on one of the ten elements of this planet. As well as
an elemental power, Dezenta could obtain a secondary power
through meditation. She reflected on her ability of controlling
animals, an ability that she once believed would prevent her
from ever being alone. . . until now. The truth was that she had
no idea what to do next. Her virtue, one of many that Dezenta
could be assigned, was wisdom. She did not feel very wise at the
moment in this state of chaos and disarray.
All of a sudden, the door began to rattle intensely as something
began to ram against it in a frenzy as it was pushed off its hinges
and broke into pieces once it hit the stone floor. She stared at the
intruders. . . or were they intruders? Two simian creatures clothed
in rags entered the abode while still blocking the Dezenta’s way
out. It was then that the cloaked woman realized that these two
apelike creatures were actually the residents of this shack. . . or
what had become of them. The two creatures were covered with
black hair and skin with eyes pitch black with white pupils. They
looked like walking shadows, and they were growing closer. The
Dezenta of water then pulled out her fighting stick to prepare
for battle. She knew apes were agile by nature, but she had
practiced gymnastics for years. Her flexibility and balance would
surely outperform these creatures of darkness. She hopped from
the back to the right wall of the small shack and began running
on the wall as if gravity had turned sideways. As the apes leaped
towards her, she jumped to the left wall. Before they could catch
up to the left wall, she jumped diagonally to the opening at
the front of the shack. It was in that split second that she was in
the air, between wall and exit; that she noticed a huge horned
shadow blocking the doorway. . . and that was the last thing she
remembered as she woke up.
The stone chamber was dark and only lit by candles hanging
only around her, so it did not take her eyes long to adjust to it.
As she yawned and flung her arms, the rattle of chains alerted
her that she was imprisoned. Her cloak was gone which meant
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that all that remained were two pieces of clothing resembling a
bikini covering her feminine features. Her white skin was covered
by linear aqua blue tattoos from her head to her toes. As she
stared into the shadows, she sensed that she was not alone in
this room. It was then that she noticed two white circles floating
in the air. As they approached, they revealed themselves to be
the pupils of the new king of the land of Alma. . . Lord Nerezza.
The dark ruler simply stared at her without uttering a word for
what seemed like ages to the Dezenta. He had a bulk figure covered in spiked armor made of metal and bones. His helmet was
a fanged skull with two long horns protruding from each side.
Four smaller, spiked skulls protected each shoulder and knee of
the intimidating figure. The cape that followed behind him was
dark purple to the point of being almost black in color with many
ripped holes in it. She was not fooled by its appearance. Like the
shadows themselves, Nerezza’s cape was misleading. The cape
could also act as a cloak for the being, but it was actually his batlike wings. Finally, Lord Nerezza spoke.
“Ah, Gorunda. . . Gorunda the Wise. . .,” he said with contempt,
“An enduring treasure in these times of change. Am I correct?
You Dezenta are such anomalies in the everyday order of this
world. You hold powers that could help me in my conquest
of the entire planet. All of you are like artifacts that should be
handled carefully.”
“Handled carefully? You are the one that has killed countless
Dezenta already!” Gorunda yelled in disgust.
“I gave all of them chances, just as I am going to give you. . . No
harm will come to you if you join my ranks.” Lord Nerezza said
with a fanged grin from his black skinned mouth protruding with
purple veins.
“Over my dead body,” Gorunda quipped back.
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“That’s what they all said,” Nerezza said with a smile, “but unfortunately for you. . . you are the last one. I have to send a message
to the rest of the world. . . and what better example than by using the last Dezenta?”
Gorunda was horrified and confused. “What are you going to
do? Display my dead body for all to see?”
Nerezza laughed with delight as he turned and began sorting through various books on a table further back in the room.
“Not exactly. . . By the way, what is your animal spirit? A frog, am
I right?”
Surprised at the question, Gorunda hesitated. “Why should I
tell you?” She recalled how each Dezenta had an animal spirit,
a specific animal that symbolized each Dezenta. More than one
Dezenta could have the same animal, but they would have to be
Dezenta of different elements. No two Dezenta could ever have
the same element, virtue, and animal spirit regardless if they
were dead or alive.
Lord Nerezza took a vial of black liquid from a collection of
others on the table and swirled it in his clawed right hand as he
chanted a dark spell that Gorunda could not completely hear.
Then, Nerezza began to speak in his normal tone to her. “You
don’t have to. I have done my research, and I already know.
Allow me to introduce you to the source of all darkness. . . and
my weapon of victory!” With that said, he forced the dark liquid
down her throat.
As he backed away, Gorunda began choking on the horrid
concoction as it raced down her throat. Once the liquid had traveled all the way down from her throat, Gorunda began to feel
weird. She looked at her hands and noticed they were becoming
wrinkled and blue. Not only that, but they shape of her fingers
were changing as well. . . slowly beginning to resemble those of
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a. . . frog!
Gorunda began shaking widely to get out of her restraints as
the transformation began its end. Once she realized it was over
and there was nothing to do about it, she stopped moving and
simply stood and stared at her captor.
“You always liked gymnastics. . . Now you can hop around all
you like.” The dark lord picked up a bucket of water from a corner
of the room and poured it in front of Gorunda on the stone floor.
“Let your element show you what you have become. . .”
As she stared into the large puddle of water, the face that
stared back at her was that of an elderly blue frog creature with
yellow eyes and red pupils. Gorunda could not help but stare. . .
She was both depressed and furious at the same time. . . quite a
chaotic state.
“Now I will let you go,” Lord Nerezza said as if he was her savior, “and you will show the world a new face of Dezenta. . . and
spread fear and disgust of the very name!” He then tossed a large
worn stick to her. “I’m sure you probably want your fighting stick
back. . . It has been though a lot, just like you, except it had to
endure being burned by intense fires and being battered down
to nothing better than an old walking stick.”
The king then grabbed a pouch of powder from the table with
the books and vials, and he tossed it in Gorunda’s face causing
her to black out. When she awoke, she was lying in the middle
of a forest once again clothed in a sack cloth cloak. Only now,
she was an aged frog creature that had the height of a human
with distorted aqua blue tattoos all over her lanky body wielding an old worn walking stick that had once been her signature
weapon.
She was alone.
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She’s Standing Now
Hillary-Beth Miller

You think you can destroy, what has been set in place
By one who loves her more, than anyone in the human race
You think you can hold her back, from who she was destined to be
You think you can take her back, once God has set her free...
Stand down, she’s standing up
Fall away, this is His day
This little one had gone astray
But through the mess He’s called
And through the rest He will call
Stand now.
You think you can hold her, because you held her then
You think you can mold her, cause of the lies in her head
But what God has done is tell her, that He’s already won
He’s painted her a picture, and all she has to do is tell you
To stand down, that she’s standing up
Fall away, this is His day
This little one had gone astray
But through the mess He’s called
And through the rest He will call
Stand now.

Truth
Cody Owens

Once upon a time I had believed
In a kosher notion that is widely conceived to be true
That hearts only once hear true love call
But I’m in love again with each gaze that may fall upon you
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Give Him Wings
Domonique Finley

When God arose that morning he when through his things
Took out two big feathers and from them made two wings
He knew his mission from the start so he did not need a map
Because he knew which angel he wanted to take back
With thoughts of how happy he could make his child
He knew his days from here on out would be filled with nothing
but smiles
So he gathered three angels and took Daniel’s wings at his side
To take a soul to a place he would never have to hide
He knew these wings would be to strong that man would never
understand
So he sent the comforter, the holy spirit from his promise land
For only God knows when to use them and whom he gives them
too
& Daniel was lucky enough to see that through
When God appeared to him he opened his eyes
He stood him up and took the wings from his side
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Placed them on Daniel’s back then took him by the hands
And released all suffering and pain that could be put on any man
All the troubles of the world and sickness anyone could feel
He said by my stripes Daniel you are now healed
And although he left behind many hearts to cry
He wants us to know he’s been made whole inside
God engraved his wings with many names so he would not be
hard to find
When each and everyone of us pass through his gates one last
time
I recognized some of them, shining in her new light
It made me cry for it was a beautiful sight
Chris, Woody, and Andrew
And as I read I also saw the names of Caroline and Aaron
Then on each wing I read two large engraved names
These names were so bright they looked as if to be carved with
flames
His two precious parents Laura and Scott for everyone to see
Because even in death friends and family create a love that can
never cease

“

The quickest way to receive
love is to give; the fastest way to
lose love is to hold it too tightly;
and the best way to keep love is
to give Daniel wings.

”

- Anonymous
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